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Submission Writeup 
If your submission is in QGIS or a non-ArcGIS platform, you should include a writeup in your submission folder that 

covers the questions listed in “Platform and Requirements.” This writeup template is provided for your use, although 

any document that meets all the requirements is eligible.  

Name: FRANK E. ANDERSON 

Email Address: sahilkid7@gmail.com 

University/Institution (if applicable): SOKOINE UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE (SUA - 

SMCOSE) 

 

Title of Project 

RETHINKING: Traffic jam for mapping horizons GIS competition 

 

Please limit your responses to the following three questions to a total of 750 words.  

What global challenge does your project address or relate to? 

Urban growth and development 

 

How does this map help us better understand this challenge within a local or 

regional context? 

This map consists of well-designed and colored patterns that depict actual and simulated situation 

of traffic mobility in Dar es salaam, Tanzania. The history of the challenge helped to understand the 

extent of challenge at previously ages. Current situation also visualizes the problem as it is as you read 

this. The future was projected to predict the likelihood of the traffic congestion and its impacts on urban 

growth and development. Through combination of this milestone and time travelling, it renders these 

maps easy to follow to better understand this challenge of traffic congestion in my country Tanzania and 

my continent Africa. 

 

What implications does your project hold for tackling this challenge in the future? 

While a lot suggested a solution to this problem of traffic congestion is to implement congestion 

tax such that you pay for driving in congestion hotspot roads. This project unlikely comes with 

very different observations and recommendations. Tax demanding among drivers is far 

inevitable in most of developing countries including Tanzania although most of people like and 

wish to drive. Instead of promoting inequity of using roads by only who afford to pay for 

congestion, this project has come with proactive solution of real time monitoring of roads and 

best route recommendation using IoT technology. This invention will mitigate both inequity and 

traffic congestion in the future of most of cities. 

 

 

 

https://iaygfamily.org/giscompetition

